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MATHEMATICS 
INVARIANTS OF FUNCTIONS ON A SPHERE 1) 
BY 
D. J. HOFSOMMER 
(Conununicated by Prof. A. VAN WIJNGAARDEN at the meeting of May, 28 1960) 
1. In this paper the following theorem will be proved. Let f(#, rp) 
and g(#, rp) be functions given on a unit-sphere which admit of expansions 
in terms" of spherical harmonics, viz. 
(1.1) 2k+l 00 k f(#,rp) = ~ ! ! Ff: Pf:(cos #) eim'P, 
k=O m=-k 
(1.2) 2k+I 00 k , g(#,rp) = ~ ! ! Gf: Pf:(cos iJ) eim'P, 
k=O m= -k 
then the quantities 
(1.3) (f, g]k def 9) 9) f(iJ, rp)g(i}', rp')Pk(cos y)dwdw', 
with 
k=O, 1, 2, ... 
(1.4) cos y def cos {} cos i}' +sin i} sin {}' cos ( rp- rp') 
are given by 
(1.5) 
k 
[f, g]k = ! Ff: Gj;m. 
m=-k 
In (1.3) dw=sin i} di} drp is a surface element of the sphere and 9) denotes 
integration over the entire surface of the sphere. 
Since y represents the angle between the radii to the points (iJ, rp) and 
(iJ', rp'), it follows immediately from (1.3) that the [f, g]k are invariants 
in the sense that their numerical values are unaffected by rotations of 
the coordinate system. 
Instead of (1.1) we may write 
00 
(1.6) f(iJ, rp) = ! h (i}, rp), 
k=O 
(1. 7) 2k+l k /k(iJ, rp) = -- ! Ff: Pf:(cos iJ) eim'fl, 
n m=-k 
and (1.2) similarly. This means, that the functions f(#, rp) and g(#, rp) 
are expanded in general spherical harmonics /k(iJ, rp) and f]k(i}, rp) respect-
ively. These harmonics are orthogonal, i.e. 
(1.8) m=F-k, 
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and they have the property 1) 
(1.9) ~ fk({}', q/) Pk(cos y) dw' = 2k4~ 1 /k({}, q;). 
Because of the orthogonality of the fm with respect to the special surface 
harmonic Pk(cos y) we may replace /k by f in (1.9}, or 
(1.10) ~j({}',cp')Pk(cosy)dw' = 2k4~ 1 /k({},cp). 
Hence 
(l.ll) [f,g]k = ~ ~ f({}',q;') g({},cp) Pk(cos y) dwdw' 
4n 
= 2k+l ~ /k({},cp) g({},cp) dw 
4n 
= 2k+l ~ /k({},cp) f/k({},cp) dw, 
by aid of the orthogonality relation (1.8}. 
Since (1.7) is a Fourier expansion of /k with respect to cp, Parseval's 
theorem is applicable. We find 
2n f (4k+I)2 k (1.12) /k({},cp) f/k({},cp) dcp = Sn L F'f(G,;m P'f((cos {}) P,;m(cos {}) 
0 m=-k 
= (4k+l) 2 ~ (- 1)m(k-m)! pmQ-m[Pm(cos{})]2 
Sn m=---k (k+m)! k k k ' 
because of (k-m)! P'f:=( -1)m (k+m)! P,;m. 
By means of the normalization integral for associated Legendre 
functions 
"' (1.13) f [pm( {})]2 · {}d{} __ 2_ (k+m)! k, cos sm - 2k+l (k-m)!' 
0 
it follows that 
"' 2n 
[f,g]k= 2:~ 1 J J /k({},cp)gk({},cp)dcpsin{}d{} 
0 0 
k 
_ ~ pma-m 
- k k k ' 
m=-k 
which proves the theorem. 
We note the following "addition formula" 
(1.14} [af+bg, of+dg]k=ao[f, /]k+ (ad+bo)[f, g]k+bd[g, g]k, 
which follows immediately from (1.3}. This formula will be used in 
another context [2]. 
2. The above theorem can be generalized to more dimensions in the 
following way. 
1) cf. e.g. [1], art. 49. 
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Let u and v be two (p + 2)-dimensional unitvectors and let f(u) and 
g(u) be two functions on the hypersurf;:we of a (p+ 2)-dimensional unit 
hypersphere. Expansion of f and g in surface harmonics gives 
00 00 
(2.1) f(u) = ! /k(u), g(u) = ! Uk (u). 
k=O k=O 
Again the surface harmonics are orthogonal, i.e. 
(2.2) m=!=k, 
where dwu is an element of the hypersurface. 
Furthermore ( l. 9) is a special case of a theorem of FuNK and HEeKE 1), 
which states that l g) F(u·v) /k(u) dwu = Ak/k(v), (1.3) ;, = (4n)lPk!F(fp) J1 (l-x2)l<v-1lQlP(x) F(x) dx 
k (k+p-1)! k ' 
-1 
where ctv(x) is a Gegenbauer function. 
If we take F(u·v) = ctv(u·v) which is a special surface harmonic 
depending on one variable only, (2.3) becomes 
(2.4) lP . _ 4nlv+1 g) Ck (u v) /k(u) dwu- (p+2k)F(fp) /k(v). 
The Ak is evaluated by means of the normalization integral for Gegenbauer 
polynomials 
1 
(2.5) f [Olv(x)]2(l-x2)l<v-1l dx = 22-Pn(k+p-1)! k (p+2k)k! [F(ip)]2 
-1 
Because of the orthogonality of the surface harmonics it follows from 
(2.4) that 
(2.6) 
Defining 
(2.7) 
lv . _ 4nlP+l 
g) Ck (u v) f(u) dwu- (p+2k)F(tp) /k(v). 
we have, because of (2.6) 
4nlv+1 [f, g]k = (p+2k)F(tp) g) /k(v) g(v) dwv, 
or, again using the orthogonality relation (2.2), 
(2.8) 
which is a generalization of (1.11). 
1) cf. e.g. [3] art. 11.4. 
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In order to derive a generalization of the theorem (1.5) the surface 
harmonics /k(u) and gk(u) of degree k should be expanded in a series of 
standard surface harmonics. (It is known, that for a given degree k, 
a complete set of harmonics exists, containing~:: (k!p) members 1). 
Substitutions of these series in the r.h. member of (2.8) then gives an 
expression containing the expansion coefficients. With increasing number 
of dimensions, however, it becomes· increasingly difficult to label the 
expansion coefficients satisfactorily. Also several sets of standard harmonics 
of degree k can be used, depending on the choice of the coordinate system. 
For these reasons a generalization of (1.5) is not well feasible. 
The above remarks will be illustrated for the case p = 2 in the next section. 
3. To designate the points on a fourdimensional unit hypersphere, two 
sets of coordinates are well suited, defined by the following sets of equations 
(3.1) 
and 
(3.2) 
~ X1 = COS{} , 
( xa = sin {} sin cp cos tp, 
X2 = sin {} cos cp 
X4 = sin{} sin cp cos tp, 
~ x1 = cos{} cos cp, X2 =cos{} sin cp, 
xa = sin {} cos tp, x3 = sin {} sin tp. 
Using the set (3.1) the surface harmonics /k and gk can be expanded 
according to 
(3.3) 
k " ' l /k = .. ~o m~n F'(!·" sinn{} 0~:±-~(cos {}) P,:'(cos cp) eimw k " 
Yk = ! ! G'(!·" sinn{}O~:±"~(cos D) P,:'(cos cp) e;mw 
n-O m--n 
The surface element reads 
(3.4) dwu = sin 2 {} d{} sin cp dcp dtp. 
Application of Parseval's theorem and substitution of the normalization 
integrals for the associated Legendre functions (1.13) and for the 
Gegenbauer polynomials (2.5) results in the expression 
(3.5) 4n4 k 4-n (k) (k+n+ 1) " [f,g]k=k+I,~o2n+I n n m~nF'(!·"Gi;m,n. 
Using the latter set of coordinates (3.2), the surface harmonics /k and gk 
can be expanded according to ' . 
k k-lni l /k = ! ! F'(!·" ptf!·l" (cos 2 {}) ei<m'P+nw>, n- -k m- -k+ ini (3,6) k k-ini 
Yk = ! ! G'(!·" Pff!•ln (cos 2 {}) ei(m<p+nw>, 
n=-k m--k+ini 
1) cf. e.g. [3] art. 11.2. 
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where, in the summation over m, only those terms are retained for which 
k-m-n is even. 
The functions P~·· are generalized associated Legendre functions, 
defined by (comp [4]) l Pq·•(cos 2 f)) def cos2•-B-tan2«-8-• (2q)! (s-q+r)!(s-q-r)! 
. F( -s+q+r, -s+q-r; 1 +2q; -tan2 f)). (3.7) 
They are orthogonal, i.e. 
1 
(3.8) f P~·•(x) P'f·'(x) dx = 0, 
-1 
and their normalization is given by (s ± q ± r integer). 
1 
(3.9) J [P~·•(x)]2dx= (2s)!(:s+1)! (s+~s+r) (s+~s-r). 
-1 ' 
Furthermore 
{3.10) Pg··=~·-•= ( -1)2qp;q,r (2q integer). 
The surface element now equals 
(3.11) dwu = t sin 2f) df) dq; d1p. 
Twofold application of Parseval's theorem and substitution of the 
normalization integral {3.9) and the surface element (3.11) results in the 
expression 
{ 2:n:2 }2 ~ k~l ( k ) ( k ) F G 3.12) [f,g] = (k+1)! k k .l(k+m+n) l(k+m-n) r·" km.-n, 
n~-k m~-k+lnl 2 2 
where, in. the summation over m, only those terms are retained for which 
k-m-n is even. 
4. The results of section 1 have been obtained in the course of an 
investigation concerning the expansion of the Earth's topography in a 
series of spherical harmonics [5]. A related result has been obtained by 
H. C. VAN DER HuLST. In a private communication to the author, 
A. ERDELYI suggested that the theorem be generalized to more dimen-
sions. This is done in the remaining sections. 
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